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Throughout our lives, most of us have been conditioned to view the essence of our human being and the greater realm of
creation itself as somehow mysterious and unknowable. In many ways, it seems as if we have relegated our lives to
dense matter as the central focus of our identity. Exploring the possible inner or metaphysical realities can provide an
orientation and detail necessary for greater understanding of ourselves and the dimensional spheres of life that connect
us. My lifes work has included studying the underlying structures that support all physical manifestation as well as the
beings that live within and work to sustain them. I believe that all inner and outer life forms and entities are dimensionally
connected. We are continuously interacting with them unconsciously through various levels of our being, the collective
consciousness of humanity, our planet, and the celestial bodies in the universe. My experience has been that the lack of
awareness of our own greater being is what hinders our ability to comprehend the universe multidimensionally. In my
view, before entering our present dense physical forms as humans, we have progressed through many developmental
cycles, as did our Earth, solar system, and universe. This book documents what I have learned about the universal
creative process and dimensional human evolution from our source beginnings to the present. I have tried to integrate
the various accounts of the scientific, mythological, religious, and metaphysical versions of cosmology, cosmogenesis,
and cosmogony. Exploring the inner realms of possible connections between humanity, Earth, and the cosmos has been
a complex undertaking and journey into uncharted territory. My research, life experiences, and clairvoyant perspectives
regarding the dimensionality of all life are the basis for the writing of this book.
Reveals the Pacific Ur-culture that seeded the ancient civilizations of China, Egypt, India, Mexico, and Peru • Shows how
the Pan diaspora explains the similarities between Gobekli Tepe and Toltec carvings and stone towers in Japan and on
Easter Island • Reveals the mother tongue of Pan hidden in shared word roots in vastly different languages, including
Quechua, Sanskrit, Japanese, Greek, and Sumerian • Explains the red-haired Caucasian mummies of China, the Ainu of
Japan, the presence of “white” humans in early Native American legend, and other light-skinned peoples found in
Southeast Asia and the Middle East The destruction of the vast continent of Pan--also known as Lemuria or Mu--in the
Pacific Ocean 24,000 years ago was the greatest catastrophe that ever befell humanity. Yet it resulted in a prehistoric
Golden Age of arts and technology thanks to the Sons of Noah, who, forewarned and prepared for the disaster, escaped
in 5 organized fleets. Theirs was the masterful Ur-culture that seeded China, Egypt, India, Mexico, and Peru, explaining
the sudden injection of the same advanced knowledge and sophisticated arts into those widely separated lands.
Examining the diaspora from the sunken continent of Pan, Susan B. Martinez finds traces of the oceanic Pan civilization
in arts and technologies from canal-works, masonry, and agriculture to writing, weaving, and pottery, but most importantly
in the art of navigation, the hallmark of the survivors of the catastrophe. Using archaeo-linguistic analysis, she reveals the
mother tongue of Pan hidden in strikingly similar words for royalty, deities, and important places in vastly different
languages, including Quechua, Maori, Sanskrit, Japanese, Chinese, Greek, and Sumerian, as well as English through
the prefix “pan” which denotes “all-encompassing.” The author reveals how the Pan diaspora explains the mound
builders on each continent, the presence of “white” humans in Native American legend, the red-haired mummies found
in China, and the Ainu of Japan. She shares recent genetic studies that reveal Polynesian DNA in central Europeans,
Mesopotamians, South Americans, and the 9000-year-old Kennewick man and shows how Pan provides the missing link.
She reveals why carvings at Gobekli Tepe are similar to Toltec artistry, why stone towers in Japan and Easter Island are
identical, and how the Pacific Ring of Fire was activated. Moving the Garden of Eden from the Fertile Crescent to the
South Seas, Martinez strikes down the pervasive view of Atlantis as the source of ancient knowledge and exposes the
original unity of mankind on the ancient Pacific continent of Pan.
The last book in the monumental work of Theosophic thought. This book focuses on gaining occult power in the formation
of the humanity and the earth. This group sought to learn the secrets of nature, science and divinity in order to empower
themselves to godhood and this book reveals their secrets as to how knowledge to do this can be attained. It does not
reveal what the ultimate saving knowledge is that can do this but it gives guidelines on how to start the journey for
yourself.
The series "Crystal" starts from the beginning of the creation of the universe and permeates the entire human culture. It
then reaches the present and will continue into the future, briefly following the evolution of human civilization. In the first
book 'First Battle of the Titans: Vacuum-Otherworldly conflict"(13.85 to 5 billion years ago) we witnessed the beginning of
the fictional series "Crystal", which started in a Greek provincial town. In this town an object with transcendent abilities
was discovered. Studies on this object have shown great results and with this very object a cosmic journey began. In this
cosmic journey we traveled back in time and witnessed the creation of the universe. In the second book "Second Battle
of the Titans: Worldly-Supernatural conflict" (5 billion to 50 million years ago) we watched through the cosmic journey of
Titanic forces contributing to the creation of our galaxy, our solar system, the creation and manufacturing of planet Earth,
the emer-gence of life on Earth and its evolutionary path. Additionally, we also watched the clash of the Ti-tans' forces
led by Saturn with otherworldly forces under the command of Heaven. In the third and fourth book, "Third battle of the
Titans: Supernatural-Natural" Conflict (50 million years to 100,000 years ago) the Olympian gods dominate, led by Zeus.
The evolution of life occurring on planet Earth, the dominance of mammals and human phylogenetic branch are presented in the form of epic duels and fights. The evolution of man arrives until Homo sapiens. Particular emphasis is given to
the "human" and the evolutionary steps of humanization, from the primates to hominids (Hominoidea), then to the
Australopithecines and then onto the "Homo". Continuing this magical journey through myth, metaphors, real events and
real scientific knowledge, in the next books the reader will explore the universal culture from the creation of the universe
until today.
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Atlantis Today: The USA Poised for Destruction draws parallels between Atlantis and our current civilization. The
similarities concerning the use of technology, social pathways, and political aims are unnerving. According to
archeologists and researchers, the ancients did possess a high level of civilization--and it became their downfall.
Shouldn't we heed history? Twelve thousand years later, we are repeating the same mistakes. As the year 2012 draws
near and the Mayan Calendar ends, will we see a new, enlightened era, as many prophets predict, or will the “end days”
befall us?
Das tödliche Erbe von Atlantis Einst starteten die Bewohner von Atlantis ein genetisches Evolutionsexperiment ... Heute
ist unsere Welt eine andere ... Seit 78 Tagen breitet sich die pandemische Atlantis-Seuche mit rasender Geschwindigkeit
aus, hervorgerufen durch den mysteriösen Immari-Geheimbund ... Millionen von Menschen sterben ... Die verdeckte
Organisation Clocktower versucht im Kampf gegen Immari, das Geheimnis um Atlantis zu lüften ... Auf Malta wird ein
Steinsarg aus uralter Vorzeit entdeckt ... Der Schatz von Atlantis kann die Menschheit retten – oder ihren Untergang
beschwören ...
Ein phantastisches Abenteuer erwartet die Thea Sisters! Auf der Suche nach der Herkunft des unbekannten blauen
Jünglings reisen die fünf Freundinnen nach Südamerika, nach Lissabon, Istanbul und sogar in die Antarktis ... doch keine
von ihnen hätte für möglich gehalten, dass das Ziel ihrer Suche tief unter dem Meer verborgen liegt: Es ist das
sagenumwobene Königreich Atlantis! Mehr über die Thea Sisters und ihre Abenteuer erfährst du auf: www.theasisters.de
Community Visioning for Place Making is a groundbreaking guide to engaging with communities in order to design better public spaces. It
provides a toolkit to encourage and assist organizations, municipalities, and neighborhoods in organizing visually based community
participation workshops, used to evaluate their existing community and translate images into plans that embody their ideal characteristics of
places and spaces. The book is based on results generated from hundreds of public participation visioning sessions in a broad range of cities
and regions, portraying images of what people liked and disliked. These community visioning sessions have been instrumental in generating
policies, physical plans, recommendations, and codes for adoption and implementation in a range of urban, suburban, and rural spaces, and
the book serves as a bottom-up tool for designers and public officials to make decisions that make their communities more appealing. The
book will appeal to community and neighborhood organizations, professional planners, social and psychological professionals, policy
analysts, architects, urban designers, engineers, and municipal officials seeking an alternative vision for their future.
Billions of years ago, the mind separated from The Source. During this separation, the soul came into existence. But why? Consciousness
details the history of man and which states of consciousness human beings have gone through in their evolution, and what is still ahead. The
time between our lives on Earth is explained and the author elaborates on questions like: What does being born and dying actually mean?
How do they pertain to karma and the life plan? And how does the energy system of chakras and aura work?
Investigates and questions the scientific consensus on the origins of civilization Do we, the human species, really know who we are or where
we came from or how we originated or our place in the cosmos? Or is much of what we have been taught wrong or misguided or possibly
even blatant lies intended to keep people in power and everyone else in line? Exploring alternative theories on the establishment of society
and civilization, Hidden History: Ancient Aliens and the Suppressed Origins of Civilization looks at a variety of dissenting, suppressed, and
forbidden accounts of history and the origins of humanity. It takes a broad and inclusive survey of historical documents, various theories, and
a wide array of perspectives to explore what conventional wisdom might have gotten right and wrong. The book serves as a useful
introduction into the suppressed accounts of the origins of modern civilization. It combines cutting-edge science with metaphysical, spiritual,
and even paranormal views, daring to ask whether there might be a better explanation for humanity’s existence and the origins of civilization
than the current scientific consensus. Hidden History looks at the multiverse and parallel dimensions, the ancient alien theory, metaphysics,
and hypotheses beyond physical perception, the eleven dimensions of string theory, radio telescopes that penetrate to the event horizon of
our universe, mathematical equations that take us where no one has gone before, and the world-wide sharing of experiences old and new
that speak of long forgotten ancient mythologies that reveal historical truths. With more than 120 photos and graphics, this tome is richly
illustrated. Its helpful bibliography provides sources for further exploration, and an extensive index adds to its usefulness. This fascinating
book is a thorough investigation and examination of the mysteries surrounding early civilizations, their myths, legends, histories,
monuments—and lasting legacies.
VERRAT IN DEN TIEFEN DES MEERES Mera, die Verlobte des Helden Aquaman, ist dazu bestimmt, die Königin von Atlantis zu werden.
Doch sie wurde von Rebellen aus der sagenhaften Unterwasserstadt vertrieben. Und während Aquaman in den Tiefen des Ozeans Pläne
gegen die Thronräuber schmiedet, greift einer von seinen größten Gegnern Mera an und will sie zum Wohle von Atlantis ermorden! Die
komplette US-Miniserie mit der Königin der Meere, voller Dramatik, Intrigen und Tiefsee-Action – geschrieben von Bestsellerautor Dan Abnett
(AQUAMAN, Guardians of the Galaxy) und gezeichnet von Lan Medina (FABLES, Punisher).
In this downloadable ebook version: EMP WARS Are the Exotic Weapons of the Future Already Here? BY STEVEN SORA CLUES TO THE
GREAT CATASTROPHE The Author of 'Atlantis in the Caribbean' Searches for the Truth of the Younger Dryas BY ANDREW COLLINS
CHALLENGING EINSTEIN Does Special Relativity Explain Anything? BY STEPHEN ROBBINS, Ph.D. SEARCHING FOR THE MAN
CALLED NOAH What Can 'Ark'-aeology Reveal About Him? BY SUSAN MARTINEZ, Ph.D. KHUFU PAPYRI UNVEILED Can the 'Oldest
Papyrus' Give Us the True Age of the Great Pyramid or Not? BY ROBERT M. SCHOCH, Ph.D. ALTERNATIVE NEWS INDUS CIVILIZATION
NOT PRIMITIVE EARLIEST AMERICANS NOT SIBERIAN EASTER ISLAND NOT WARLIKE IS THIS PALEOLITHIC ALUMINUM? CAN WE
READ THE UNREADABLE? CRYING 'WOLF' AND THE POLAR BEAR CLIMATE CHANGE BLAMED ON A 'WOBBLING EARTH' BUMBLE
BEE 'BRAIN' BEDAZZLES TO INFINITY AND BEYOND ...BUT DON'T FEED THE ALIENS ANCIENT TALES & SHIFTING POLES What
Really Happened at the End of the Ice Age? BY SCOTT CREIGHTON AN ENGINEER VISITS NOAH'S ARK Would the Biblical
Specifications Actually Work? BY ARLAN ANDREWS, SR., SC.D., P.E. THE VERY ODD CASE OF THE MICHIGAN RELICS Who Are you
Going to Trust? BY FRANK JOSEPH BODY ART Tattooing Has Been with Us from the Beginning, Apparently BY RITA LOUISE, Ph.D. THE
SPACEMAN HYPOTHESIS What Does the Evidence Show? BY WILLIAM B. STOECKER HAMLET'S MILL & THE WHEEL OF HEAVEN BY
JULIE LOAR PUBLISHER'S LETTER FIGHTING THE FORCES OF EVIL BY J. DOUGLAS KENYON BEAM ME UP SCOTTY! Researchers
Teleport Particle Four Miles What if you could behave like the crew on the Starship Enterprise and teleport yourself home or anywhere else in
the world? Michael A. Cremo p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Helvetica} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font:
12.0px Helvetica; min-height: 14.0px} AT THE WORLD ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONGRESS IN KYOTO
Are you struggling to understand the data you need to support your business activities? Are you frustrated over data that don’t answer your
questions or provide the wrong answers to your questions? Are you worried that your organization is not adequately supporting its citizens or
customers? Are you concerned over civil or criminal liability for the quality and use of your data? If the answer to any of these questions is
Yes, they you need to read Data Resource Understanding to help you and everyone in your organization thoroughly understand the data they
need to support the business activities. Most public and private sector organizations have no formal method for thoroughly understanding the
data needed to support their business activities. They seldom have a method that begins with the organization’s perception of the business
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world and continues through a formal Data Resource Development Cycle to produce a high quality, thoroughly understood data resource that
fully supports the organization’s current and future business information demand. Data Resource Data provided the complete detailed data
resource model for understanding and managing data as a critical resource of the organization. Data Resource Understanding is the
companion book to Data Resource Data. It provides a detailed explanation of how to thoroughly understand an organization’s data resource
and to document that understanding with Data Resource Data. Together they provide an organization with the foundation for properly
managing their data as a critical resource. Like Data Resource Simplexity, Data Resource Integration, Data Resource Design, and Data
Resource Data, Michael Brackett draws on over half a century of data management experience, in a wide variety of different public and
private sector organizations, to understand and document an organization’s data resource. He leverages theories, concepts, principles, and
techniques from many different and varied disciplines, such as human dynamics, mathematics, physics, chemistry, philosophy, and biology,
and applies them to the process of formally documenting an organization’s data resource.
A provocative challenge to Darwin’s theory of evolution • Shows there is no missing link because the human race, since day one, is the
result of outright interbreeding among highly diverse types • Reveals multiple “Gardens of Eden” and how each continent has its own
independent hominid lineages • Explains Homo sapiens’ mental powers (the Great Leap Forward) and how we acquired the “blood of the
gods,” which endowed us with a soul Did we evolve from apes, or are we all descendants of Adam and Eve? Why is the “missing link” still
missing? Is the dumb luck of natural selection valid? Piecing together the protohistory of humanity through anthropology, genetics,
paleolinguistics, and indigenous traditions, Susan B. Martinez offers an entirely original alternative to Darwin’s evolution: Modern humanity
did not evolve but is a mosaic of mixed ancestry, the result of eons of cross-breeding and retro-breeding among different groups, including
Cro-Magnon, Neanderthal, hobbits, giants, and Africa’s “Lucy” and “Zinj.” Martinez shows that there were multiple “Gardens of Eden” and
how each continent had its own blend of races prior to the Great Flood, which caused the diaspora that brought a renaissance of culture to
every division of the Earth. Martinez explains Homo sapiens’ mental powers (the Great Leap Forward) in cosmological terms--how we are
the product of both heaven and earth. She identifies the “Sons of Heaven” and the angel-engendered races, explaining how Homo sapiens
acquired the “blood of the gods,” which endowed us with a soul. Providing the ultimate resolution to the Evolution versus Creationism
debate, this landmark study of hybrid man justifies his unexpectedly sudden appearance in the fossil record, the curious parallels between
oral histories of the world’s people, and why anatomically modern features are found in the earliest paleontological evidence.

Contents in this full color ebook edition Susan B. Martinez, Ph.D.: GLOBAL DRYING Maybe It's Not Warming That Should Most
Alarm Us William B. Stoecker: THE BEASTS OF BERINGIA How Did Earth's Species Get to Where We Find Them? Steven Sora:
THE MAN WHO COULD NOT BE KING Chronicling the Many Secrets of Francis Bacon John Chambers: PYTHAGORAS AND
THE BEANSTALKS What Could Have Been the Problem with Eating Beans? Robert M. Schoch, Ph.D.: JOURNEY TO GUNUNG
PADANG Searching for Lost Ice Age Civilization in Indonesia
Wie wurden wir eigentlich zur Krone der Schöpfung? Vor 70.000 Jahren stand die Menschheit vor der Auslöschung ... Doch ein
unerklärlicher Entwicklungssprung setzte den Homo sapiens an die Spitze der Evolution ... Nach geheimen Erkenntnissen liegt der
Schlüssel hierfür im Atlantis-Gen, dem Vermächtnis der atlantischen Hochkultur ... Der mysteriöse Großkonzern Immari ist auf der
Suche nach diesem Gen ... Das Ziel: ein neuer Typus Mensch ... Dafür beschwört Immari eine globale Katastrophe
unvorstellbaren Ausmaßes herauf ... Nur die Geheimorganisation Clocktower kennt diesen fatalen Plan ... Als in der Antarktis ein
Höhlenlabyrinth aus atlantischer Vorzeit gefunden wird, beginnt der Kampf um die Zukunft der Menschheit!
A compelling new portrait of the lost realm of Lemuria, the original motherland of humanity • Contains the most extensive and upto-date archaeological research on Lemuria • Reveals a lost, ancient technology in some respects more advanced than modern
science • Provides evidence that the perennial philosophies have their origin in Lemurian culture Before the Indonesian tsunami or
Hurricane Katrina’s destruction of New Orleans, there was the destruction of Lemuria. Oral tradition in Polynesia recounts the
story of a splendid kingdom that was carried to the bottom of the sea by a mighty “warrior wave”--a tsunami. This lost realm has
been cited in numerous other indigenous traditions, spanning the globe from Australia to Asia to the coasts of both South and
North America. It was known as Lemuria or Mu, a vast realm of islands and archipelagoes that once sprawled across the Pacific
Ocean. Relying on 10 years of research and extensive travel, Frank Joseph offers a compelling picture of this motherland of
humanity, which he suggests was the original Garden of Eden. Using recent deep-sea archaeological finds, enigmatic glyphs and
symbols, and ancient records shared by cultures divided by great distances that document the story of this sunken world, Joseph
painstakingly re-creates a picture of this civilization in which people lived in rare harmony and possessed a sophisticated
technology that allowed them to harness the weather, defy gravity, and conduct genetic investigations far beyond what is possible
today. When disaster struck Lemuria, the survivors made their way to other parts of the world, incorporating their scientific and
mystical skills into the existing cultures of Asia, Polynesia, and the Americas. Totem poles of the Pacific Northwest, architecture in
China, the colossal stone statues on Easter Island, and even the perennial philosophies all reveal their kinship to this nowvanished civilization.
Three experts on the lost civilizations of Lemuria and Atlantis use personal research and the Edgar Cayce readings to explain the
rise and fall of these mystical cities
In this ebook edition: THE TEOTIHUACAN REVELATIONS Astonishing New Evidence for Advanced Ancient Civilization in Mexico
BY JONATHON PERRIN WAS COLUMBUS ON A SECRET MISSION? To Prove the Earth Was Round... or Something Else? BY
WILLIAM B. STOECKER ALTERNATIVE HISTORY KNIGHTS TEMPLAR IN TENNESSEE? Cracking the Mystery of the
Melungeon People BY STEVEN SORA SECRET SCIENCE INVISIBLE WARFARE Did the Allied Powers of WWII Get Help from
Other Dimensions? BY MARCIA DIEHL ALTERNATIVE ARCHAEOLOGY RELICS FROM THE ICE AGE? Are Malta‘s Temples
Thousands of Years Older than Conventional Archaeologists Acknowledge? BY ROBERT SCHOCH, Ph.D. LOST HISTORY
FIGHTING BROTHERS American vs. English Freemasons BY STEPHEN V. O‘ROURKE ANCIENT MYSTERIES MEGALITHIC
TECH Understanding the Standing Stones & Circles of a Lost Science BY CHARLES SHAHAR ANCIENT SCIENCE THE LOST
ROBOTS Uncovering the Forgotten Achievements of Ancient Inventors BY FRANK JOSEPH ANCIENT MYSTERIES MA‘MUN‘S
PASSAGE Did the Caliph Know Something about the Great Pyramid that Egyptologists Still Don‘t? BY RALPH ELLIS & MARK
FOSTER HOLISTIC HEALTH CAN MIND HEAL MATTER? Surprisingly, the Evidence Is Clear BY MITCH HOROWITZ THE
FORBIDDEN ARCHAEOLOGIST THE MOULIN QUIGNON MYSTERY DEEPENS BY MICHAEL A. CREMO ASTROLOGY
NABTA PLAYA Is This the Ancient Source of Egyptian Cosmology? BY JULIE LOAR PUBLISHER‘S LETTER COULD BIG
SCIENCE BE ON TRIAL? BY J. DOUGLAS KENYON
Die große Atlantis-Trilogie von A. G. Riddle - Das Blockbuster-Ereignis des Jahres Die Atlantis-Seuche konnte beendet werden ...
Die Weltbevölkerung aber ist erheblich dezimiert ... Zwei Fraktionen stehen sich gegenüber: Der mysteriöse Geheimbund Immari
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International, der den Ausbruch der Plage verantwortet, und die Orchid-Allianz ... Die Wissenschaftlerin Kate, Nachkomme einer
atlantischen Priesterin, hält sich mit ihren Mitstreitern in dem atlantischen Raumschiff auf, das tief unter dem Meeresspiegel
begraben liegt ... Als ihr Kontrahent Dorian Sloane, der das andere Raumschiff besetzt hat, eine klimatische Katastrophe einleitet,
scheint die Dämmerung der Menschheit gekommen ... Und während die Gruppe um Kate in ein gigantisches künstliches
Regenwald-Biotop flieht, taucht ein neuer, mächtiger Feind auf ...
The Author Of The Journey To God Series Part 1 : The Malaysian Experience With Sai Baba. Part Ii : Sai Baba And The World,
Part Iii : The Journey Within, Has Now Released His 4Th Book The Fourth Dimension . Jega Says, This Book Will Most Certainly
Be A Controversial One For I Have Stepped Into Areas Where Normally Angels Do Not Fear To Tread... But Man Does. The Book
Deals With The Realm Of Devas And Angels, Trance Phenomenon And Channeling. Like A Scientist Probing The Mysteries Of A
New World, The Author Explores The `Trance Phenomenon` And Psychic Culture Of Various Traditions, From Indian Mediums To
African Witch Doctors, From Chinese Mediums To Meetings With `White Eagles` And Astonishingly `Abraham Of The Bible` All In
The Western Tradition!! He Also Explores Their Baba Connections! Who Wrote The Mahabharata? Hindus For Centuries Believed
(With Some Embarrassment) That Vyasa Dictated It And That Lord Ganapathy Was The Scribe! Now Bhagawan Baba Reveals
The Secret Of The Centuries!! Do The Idols/Deities In Temples Truly Accept The Offerings Of Milk, Etc. Made By Devotees? Did
Atlantis Exist? Did Man Come From Monkey? The Devas Of The Fourth Dimension Open The Doors To These Secrets To A
Sincere Seeker Of Truth! Or Is There All Not What They Seem To Be? Does Science Say That There Is An Invisible Realm
Beyond That Which Is Perceived By Your Senses? What Does Baba Say About This Other World ? What Do Religious Scriptures
Say? The Fourth Dimension Explores All These Areas As Honestly As Any Human Can...
Teide Volcano has many different meanings: For the Guanche aborigines, who endured several of its eruptions, it was Echeide
(Hell). Early navigators had in Teide, a lifesaving widely visible landmark that was towering over the clouds. For the first explorers,
Teide was a challenging and dangerous climb, since it was thought that Teide's peak was so high that from its summit the sun was
too close and far too hot to survive. Teide was considered the highest mountain in the world at that time and measuring its height
precisely was a great undertaking and at the time of global scientific significance. For von Buch, von Humboldt, Lyell and other
great 18th and19th century naturalists, Teide helped to shape a new and now increasingly 'volcanic' picture, where the origin of
volcanic rocks (from solidified magma) slowly casted aside Neptunism and removed some of the last barriers for the development
of modern Geology and Volcanology as the sciences we know today. For the present day population of Tenerife, living on top of
the world's third tallest volcanic structure on the planet, Teide has actually become "Padre Teide", a fatherly protector and an
emblematic icon of Tenerife, not to say of the Canaries as a whole. The UNESCO acknowledged this iconic and complex volcano,
as "of global importance in providing evidence of the geological processes that underpin the evolution of oceanic islands". Today,
'Teide National Park' boasts 4 Million annual visitors including many 'volcano spotters' and is a spectacular natural environment
which most keep as an impression to treasure and to never forget. For us, the editors of this book, Teide is all of the above; a 'hell
of a job', a navigation point on cloudy days, a challenge beyond imagination, a breakthrough in our understanding of oceanic
volcanism that has shaped our way of thinking about volcanoes, and lastly, Teide provides us with a reference point from where to
start exploring other oceanic volcanoes in the Canaries and beyond. Here we have compiled the different aspects and the current
understanding of this natural wonder.
Inside AR 103: Patrick Marsolek: GENETIC MANIPULATION Understanding the Dangerous New Playing Field for Big Business,
Big Science, and Ambitious Little Guys Susan Martinez, Ph.D.: DEEP TIME IN DEEP TROUBLE Have the Timekeepers Fixed the
Game? Christopher Dunn: THE ENGINEERS OF PUMA PUNKU Hard Evidence of Advanced Tools for Ancient Builders Ralph
Ellis: THE GARDEN OF EDEN IN EGYPT? Startling Evidence for a Game Changing Hypothesis Cynthia Logan: THE
BLESSINGS OF CHAOS Inside the Revolutionary Mind of Mathematician Ralph Abraham
Before Atlantis20 Million Years of Human and Pre-Human CulturesBear
Uncle John is heeding the call of nature! So pack a rucksack, and let’s head outside! It’s a wild world out there, and the folks at
the BRI want to explore it with you. From hornywinks to Dracula orchids, from alluvium to zymogen, Uncle John is embarking on a
back-country safari to track down the wackiest, weirdest, silliest, and most amazing stories about the natural world. It’s 448 wild
pages of great outdoor facts, strange stories, incredible science, and fun quotes and quizzes. You’ll feel the fresh mountain air
energize you as you read about… * An ape that fries burgers and a lizard that plays video games * The explosive history of
America’s deepest (and bluest) lake * The search for the mysterious rhinoceros dolphin * How to distinguish a mushroom from a
toadstool * Cats vs. birds: the Feline-Avian War * A waterfall that turns toys to stone * The history of dirt And much, much more!
A collection of investigations into strange and mysterious phenomena from around the world • Explores ancient and modern
sacred sites, places of power, natural wonders, altered states, UFO encounters, and the afterlife • Investigates sites and
phenomena in Egypt, China, Ireland, and throughout North America, including Oak Island, Florida’s Coral Castle, Wisconsin’s
UFO hot-spot, and giant-built constructions in Illinois • Examines the forgotten or suppressed work of extraordinary personalities,
including Jules Verne, Sir Francis Bacon, and the real-life Indiana Jones, Count Byron de Prorok Sharing his personal
investigations into a wide range of ancient mysteries and paranormal enigmas in America and abroad, Frank Joseph takes us on a
journey into the high strangeness of our world. Beginning with the work of the master builders of antiquity, the author examines
Old World connections with New World sacred centers, such as the similarities between Ohio’s Mound City and the pyramids and
tombs of the Giza Plateau, as well as ancient American cities of the Sun, China’s Great Pyramid, and the possibility of a Templar
treasure on Oak Island. He explores modern sacred sites, such as Iowa’s Grotto of Gems, Tennessee’s Greek Temple of the
goddess Athena, and Florida’s Coral Castle. He investigates pre-Columbian sites and underwater pyramids in the Midwest,
Wisconsin’s UFO hot-spot, lost Aztec Cities of Gold in Kansas, and giant-built constructions in Illinois. He details how the
intriguing acoustics of Newgrange in Ireland are echoed in its spiral carvings. Exploring spiritual uses of altered states, he looks at
the practices of Minoan snake handlers, Mayan shamans, and prophets through the ages. Providing his own investigations into
classic paranormal phenomena and ancient mysteries, the author also examines evidence of the Bermuda Triangle, Atlantis, and
the Ark of the Covenant. He explores the forgotten or suppressed work of some of history’s most extraordinary personalities,
including Jules Verne, Sir Francis Bacon, Mother Shipton, and the real-life inspiration for Indiana Jones, Count Byron de Prorok.
He investigates wonders of our natural world, including communication with elemental beings, the numinous secrets of water, and
the living soul of matter. Frank Joseph investigates these phenomena not to explain them away, but to expose their power to affect
and elevate human consciousness.
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1963 Each lesson of this marvelous course grows more and more interesting. it is a most remarkable and revolutionary body of
information. the following facts are revealed. That man did not evolve from the ape, but degenerated from a previous race of Su.
This eBook edition of "The Secret Doctrine" has been formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all
devices. The Secret Doctrine is one of the most influential esoteric and occult books of all time. In the first part of the book the
author explains the origin and evolution of the universe itself, in terms derived from the Hindu concept of cyclical development.
While in the second part she describes the origins of humanity through an account of "Root Races" said to date back millions of
years.
A comprehensive exploration of Earth’s ancient past, the evolution of humanity, the rise of civilization, and the effects of global
catastrophes • Explores biological evidence for the aquatic ape theory and 20-million-year-old evidence of pre-human cultures
from which we are not descended • Traces the genesis of modern human civilization to Indonesia and the Central Pacific 75,000
years ago after a near-extinction-level volcanic eruption • Examines the profound similarities of megaliths around the world,
including Nabta Playa and Gobekli Tepe, to reveal the transoceanic civilization that built them all Exploring emerging and
suppressed evidence from archaeology, anthropology, and biology, Frank Joseph challenges conventional theories of evolution,
the age of humanity, the origins of civilization, and the purpose of megaliths around the world. He reveals 20-million-year-old
quartzite tools discovered in the remains of extinct fauna in Argentina and other evidence of ancient pre-human cultures from
which we are not descended. He traces the genesis of modern human civilization to Indonesia and the Central Pacific 75,000
years ago, launched by a catastrophic volcanic eruption that abruptly reduced humanity from two million to a few thousand
individuals worldwide. Further investigating the evolutionary branches of humanity, he explores the mounting biological evidence
supporting the aquatic ape theory--that our ancestors spent one or more evolutionary phases in water--and shows how these
aquatic phases of humanity fall neatly into place within his revised timeline of ancient history. Examining the profound similarities
of megaliths around the world, including Nabta Playa, Gobekli Tepe, Stonehenge, New Hampshire’s Mystery Hill, and the
Japanese Oyu circles, the author explains how these precisely placed monuments of quartz were built specifically to produce
altered states of consciousness, revealing the spiritual and technological sophistication of their Neolithic builders--a transoceanic
civilization fractured by the cataclysmic effects of comets. Tying in his extensive research into Atlantis and Lemuria, Joseph
provides a 20-million-year timeline of the rise and fall of ancient civilizations, both human and pre-human, the evolutionary stages
of humanity, and the catastrophes and resulting climate changes that triggered them all--events that our relatively young
civilization may soon experience.
Where do we come from? What are the origins of modern civilization? Do the world's pyramids, the Nazca Lines, Easter Island
statues, and other enigmatic structures, archaeological wonders, and geographic anomalies contain evidence of ancient gods?
Sifting through the historical and archaeological evidence, Ancient Gods: Lost Histories, Hidden Truths, and the Conspiracy of
Silence probes the myths, stories, history, and facts of ancient civilizations, lost technologies, past catastrophes, archetypal
astronauts, and bygone religions to tease out the truth of our distant past and modern existence. It takes and in-depth look at the
facts, fictions, and controversies of our ancestors, origins, who we are as a people—and who might have come before us. It tackles
more than 60 nagging stories of ancient gods, ancestors, alien visitors, theories and explanations, including: • Why did our
ancestors crawl deep underground and paint on cave walls? • How did the megalithic temple site called Göbekli Tepe come to be
built—11,600 years before the agricultural revolution? • How were massive stones, weighing tons, dragged miles to build
Stonehenge? • Who—and why—were pyramids built on the equatorial band circling the earth? • What secrets does modern DNA
analysis reveal mankind's heritage? • Are we to believe the Ancient Alien Theory? • And more!
Michael Cremo, an international authority on human antiquity, has justly earned the “forbidden archeologist” title. For over twentyseven years he's been digging up documented, credible findings that mainstream archeologists don't want you to know
about—discoveries in the fossil record that tell a completely different story from Darwinian evolution. His latest book, The Forbidden
Archeologist, presents his research at international scientific conferences, comments on the latest discoveries and “missing links,”
examines famous archeological sites such as the Sterkfontein Caves—the alleged cradle of humanity—and responds to mixed
reactions to his books, now translated into twenty-six languages. This collection of forty-nine articles published in Atlantis Rising
magazine is like the Cliff Notes on his best-selling, encyclopedic Forbidden Archeology and formidable Human Devolution.
Readers will quickly understand the strongest arguments and remarkable discoveries that reveal evolution as a failing theory.
Could the lost civilization of Atlantis provide the answer to the origins of human existence? In his controversial new study, John
Gordon examines the evidence and makes some startling discoveries. Though many have dismissed Plato’s account of the
vanished continent and its people as fantasy, Gordon argues that not only is the story true, but it’s a brilliant and complex
metaphor for cosmic creation. Gordon’s research leads him to oppose modern scientific orthodoxy on a range of accepted ideas
from the "Big Bang" theory to Darwinian evolution. He questions the concept that humans emerged relatively recently; the notion
that dinosaurs became extinct due to an asteroid impact; and the belief that present-day global warming has a human cause. It’s
an eye-opening look at our world.
Many have an enduring fascination for mythical lost realms like Atlantis—because they don’t believe they’re entirely mythical!
Documented evidence supports that some ancient stories of lost worlds are grounded in truth. This adventurous volume delves
into the most celebrated legendary civilizations and cities, beginning with Atlantis, but also including Camelot, El Dorado, and
Lemuria. It examines where the lore may have originated, whether rooted in world history or outlandishly fun extraterrestrial
theories. Readers can use all the evidence, supported by creative images and real-life photographs, to decide what they believe
about each tale.
Almine probes further into the nature and meaning of existence, introducing the Goddess mysteries as they apply not only to
individual human lives, but to the cycles of the cosmos.
A comprehensive guide to the cosmic influences that underlie health and how to apply them for profound health and healing •
Examines how ancient and modern traditions of healing interconnect through the doctrine of signatures, “As above, so below” •
Reveals how one’s astrological chart has implications for personal health and healing • Explains how each sign of the zodiac
corresponds not only to parts of the body and its chakras but also to specific plants, herbs, colors, and emotions • Explores how to
use sound healing to harmonize astrological imbalances When we look at the vast and intricate cosmos--galaxies, planets,
organisms, organs, cells, molecules, atoms--there is a fundamental order, a music or harmony of the spheres. Our cells reflect the
images of galaxies seen through our telescopes. We are the microcosm, reflecting the macrocosm of the heavens. Our ancestors
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understood these patterns and connections between humanity and the universe and developed spiritual and healing traditions in
line with these cosmic truths. Yet in the 19th century, knowledge of these connections was set aside as medical science sought to
create the “one size fits all” approaches to healing that dominate modern medicine today. In this comprehensive exploration of the
celestial influences that underlie health and healing, Jennifer Gehl, with Marc Micozzi, examines how ancient and modern
traditions of healing interconnect through the doctrine of signatures, “As above, so below”. She reveals how one’s celestial
nature--the arrangement of the cosmos at the moment of birth--has implications for personal health and how each sign of the
zodiac corresponds to parts of the body, the chakras, and specific plants, herbs, colors, and emotions. She explains how sound rearranges forms according to the principles of harmony, leveraging not only the human self-regulating capacity to restore health but
also that of the Earth to restore balance and harmony. Also explored are the recurrence of geometric forms in nature and how to
apply this knowledge in sound healing and medical astrology. Weaving together the threads of ancient science and spirit that
formed the original tapestry of medicine, Gehl explains how to restore the cosmic foundations of healing for personal, planetary,
and universal health and wellbeing.
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